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Abstract—By means of a simple buffer design, we show that
active versus passive and push versus pull settings in asynchronous
communication protocols, also known as handshake protocols,
can be controlled by initialization. We advocate postponing ini-
tialization until run time and show that postponement simplifies
the design and design process and serves test, debug, and analysis.
We design the buffer as a network of communication channels
with storage, called Links, and storage-free computation mod-
ules, called Joints. We describe the behaviors of Links and Joints
using a shared variable model presented here for the first time.

Index Terms—Asynchronous circuit, communication protocol,
distributed system, initialization, late binding, Link–Joint model.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS letter focuses on the use of active versus passive and
push versus pull in asynchronous communication proto-

cols, also known as handshake protocols. We are particularly
interested in communication protocols generated as part of a
large distributed system with automated support of a syntax
directed or otherwise structured compiler [1]–[3], [6], [10].

We specify such systems as networks of communication
channels with storage, called Links, and computation modules
without storage, called Joints [7]–[9]. We prefer Link–Joint
systems because they enable us to postpone implementation
decisions. Links and Joints cover most if not all asynchronous
protocols and circuit families.

Active and passive apply to a Link’s ends, also called ports.
Push and pull apply to the entire Link. Specifically:

1) an active Link port starts the communication;
2) a passive Link port responds;
3) a Link pushes data from its active port to passive port;
4) a Link pulls data from its passive port to active port;
5) a bidirectional Link pushes and pulls data.
Active–passive and push–pull protocol settings determine

whether the system is functional and how well it performs.
How to optimize protocol settings for best performance is out-
side the scope of this letter. Instead, this letter shows that we
can implement any active–passive and push–pull protocol set-
tings that a designer or a compiler may assign to a system of
Links and Joints merely by initializing Link storage!
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Fig. 1. A Link shares three variables, turn, dataAtoB, and dataBtoA, between
its two distinct ports, A and B. Variable turn identifies “whose turn it is”
to update the Link variables—A’s or B’s. Variables dataAtoB and dataBtoA
contain the data going from A to B and from B to A, respectively. Unless one
or both bit vectors for dataAtoB and dataBtoA have zero bit width, the Link is
bidirectional as indicated by the bidirectionality of the arrows at ports A and B.

In other words, the same design can serve multiple
settings—yet, many designs do not and suffer unnecessary
complexity, because their designers bind settings prematurely.

1) Compilers and logic designers often fix active–passive
and push–pull settings [1]–[3], [6], creating multiple
design and validation tasks where one would suffice.

2) Circuit designers often build a fixed setting into the cir-
cuit either directly or with a reset signal [10, Fig. 9.8],
which may complicate both the design and its testability.

We use the example of a first-in–first-out buffer (FIFO)
to illustrate these points. Section II introduces Links and
Joints and builds up the example. Section III uses the FIFO
example to set active–passive and push–pull by initialization.
Section IV advocates for freedom of initialization right up to
run time. Section V concludes this letter.

II. PREPARING THE EXAMPLE

We use a network of alternating Links and Joints to build
the example for this letter—a FIFO. Sections II-A and II-B
describe the functional behaviors of Links and Joints using
a shared variable model. This new model is simpler but the
behaviors it specifies are consistent with our earlier specifi-
cations [7]–[9] and model [4]. Section II-C presents the Link
and Joint design of the FIFO.

A. Shared Variable Model for Links

A Link stores and transports data and control information
between its two distinct ends, A and B, also called ports. In
this letter, we ignore the transport part of a Link and model
the storage part as three shared variables, turn, dataAtoB, and
dataBtoA—see Fig. 1. Variable turn designates the port to
update the Link variables. When turn designates A, denoted as
“turn = A is valid,” port A—ultimately representing a Joint or
environment connected to A—may update turn and dataAtoB.
Specifically, port A may change turn to designate B and may
update dataAtoB with new data going from A to B. Likewise,
when turn = B, port B may update turn and dataBtoA. Data
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Fig. 2. Joints SRC, COPY, and SNK with formal Link port names (top) and
guarded command specifications (bottom). Data flow from left to right in the
direction of the arrows. Each port is marked with a small circle, colored gray
here to indicate that Link variable turn has yet to be initialized.

may be typed, but for the purpose of this letter it suffices
to model dataAtoB and dataBtoA as bit vectors. When none,
exactly one, or both data bit vectors have zero bit width,
we consider the Link bidirectional, unidirectional, or data-
less, respectively. Henceforth, we will refer to the individual
ports and variables of Link l as l.A, l.B, l.turn, l.dataAtoB, and
l.dataBtoA.

B. Extending the Shared Variable Model to Joints

A Joint computes and controls the information flow between
Link ports to which it connects. One can view a Joint as a
place where Links meet to exchange information. In particular,
a Joint may exchange information between both ports of the
same Link [8]. Joint specifications use the following terms to
access Link variables from port p of Link l, where parameter
p is either l.A or l.B.

1) myturn(p): A Boolean that indicates if it is p’s turn
to update the shared variables in Link l. Denotes
“l.turn = A” if p = l.A, and “l.turn = B” if p = l.B.

2) yourturn(p): An assignment that relinquishes the turn to
update l’s variables from p to l’s other port. Denotes
“l.turn := B” if p = l.A, “l.turn := A” if p = l.B.

3) myR(p): A data bit vector stored by Link l and intended
to be read by p—that is, by the Joint connected to p.
Denotes l.dataBtoA if p = l.A, l.dataAtoB if p = l.B.

4) myW(p): A data bit vector stored by l and intended to
be written by p—that is, by the Joint connected to p.
Denotes “l.dataAtoB” if p = l.A, “l.dataBtoA” if p = l.B.

Given that Link port p only reads and never writes myR(p),
myR(p) is stable as long as myturn(p) holds because then Link
l’s other port lacks the turn to change the Link variables. The
terms, myturn(p), yourturn(p), myR(p), and myW(p), exploit
the symmetry of Links and allow a Joint’s formal specification
to be silent as to which end of a Link p is at.

Fig. 2 shows three Joints: SRC, COPY, and SNK. We draw
a Joint as a big circle containing the Joint name and attach a
small circle for each Link port to which the Joint connects.
Each Link port has a formal name defined only in the scope
of the Joint and used in the formal specification of the Joint.
With each port, we draw an arrow to indicate which way Link
data flow. All Link ports in Fig. 2 are unidirectional, with Link
data entering a Joint at a port with formal name in and leaving
a Joint at a port with formal name out.

We use guarded commands [5] to specify the behavior of
each Joint [8] and an interleaving model to combine behaviors.
Each Joint in Fig. 2 has a single guarded command, with the
Boolean guard separated by an arrow (→) from the command.
Each Joint must wait until its guard is true before it may
execute its command. Command execution is atomic: changes
to Link variables become visible atomically, i.e., all at once,
upon termination of the command’s execution.

In Fig. 2, each Joint waits to execute its command until all
its Link ports have their turn. During execution:

1) Joint SRC writes the bit vector for value 2 to myW(out)
and relinquishes out’s turn;

2) Joint COPY copies data from myR(in) to myW(out) and
relinquishes both in’s turn and out’s turn;

3) Joint SNK prints the data value stored in myR(in) and
relinquishes in’s turn.

Fig. 2 refrains from specifying whether the commands execute
their statements in sequence or in parallel. Both work, here,
because: 1) each command statement changes a different Link
variable and 2) command execution is atomic.

C. Example: FIFO

FIFOs are essential for bridging differences in throughput
between a source (SRC) and sink (SNK) and for optimiz-
ing overall system throughput. In Fig. 3(a)–(d), we build four
FIFO configurations by “linking” instances of Joints SRC,
COPY, and SNK in series. With the instance of Joint COPY,
the two Links, L1 and L2, form a two-stage FIFO that can
store zero, one, or two data items between SRC and SNK. To
optimize throughput, FIFOs may be primed with initial data
and control information.

III. PRIMING THE FIFO WITH DATA AND CONTROL

The four FIFO configurations in Fig. 3(a)–(d) offer different
initializations for data and control variables in Links L1 and
L2. Each Link stores a single control variable, called turn in
Fig. 1, and—being unidirectional—a single data variable of
nonzero bit width, called dataAtoB or dataBtoA depending on
whether the data stored in it go from Link port A to B or vice
versa. To distinguish changes in turn from changes in data
when “running” the FIFO, Fig. 3 uses:

1) a pin at the Link port designated by turn ( ), attaching
permission to change the Link variables to that port;

2) arbitrary (∗) or specific numeric values for data;
3) a mere arrow to depict a Link.
Data in Fig. 3 flow from left to right in the direction of the

arrows. A Link is considered empty and without relevant data,
if the Link port that writes the data has the turn. A Link is
considered full and has relevant data if the Link port that reads
the data has the turn. We call the FIFO in Fig. 3 empty if both
Links L1 and L2 are empty, full if both Links are full, and half
full if one Link is empty and the other Link is full. The four
FIFO configurations in Fig. 3 are initially empty (a-top), full
(b-top), and half full (c-top, d-top).

Fig. 3(a)–(d) run the same FIFO design! The red-colored
pins and data values in Fig. 3(a-top)–(d-top) are part of the
initial state, as are the active (•) and passive (◦) port settings
explained in more detail in Section III-A.
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Fig. 3. Panels (a)–(d) each show three states in an interleaving model running a two-stage FIFO between SRC and SNK. Data flow from left to right, as
specified in Figs. 1 and 2. Each run starts at the top row and proceeds to the next lower row in the panel. The runs start from a FIFO that is initially (a) empty,
(b) full, or (c) and (d) half full. Instead of the gray ports in Fig. 2, the panels use opaque black circles (•) for active ports and transparent black circles (◦)
for passive ports. Note that each panel uses a different active versus passive port setting.

(a) In an initially empty FIFO with irrelevant arbitrary Link data (top), Joint COPY waits until Joint SRC has written a new data value, 2, into Link L1
and relinquished its turn on L1 (middle). Joint COPY (middle) now has all the Link turns necessary to act. It acts by copying L1’s data value, 2, to
L2 and by relinquishing both Link turns (bottom). The FIFO is now half-full with relevant data in L2.

(b) In an initially full FIFO (top), Joint COPY waits until Joint SNK has read and printed L2’s data value, 0, and relinquished its turn on L2 (middle).
Joint COPY (middle) now has all the Link turns necessary for it to act. It acts by copying L1’s data value, 1, to L2 and by relinquishing its turn on
Link L1 and its turn on Link L2 (bottom). The FIFO is now half-full with relevant data in L2.

(c) In an initially half-full FIFO with the relevant data in L2 (top), Joint COPY waits until SNK has printed L2’s data value, 1, and relinquished its turn
on L2 (middle). COPY also waits until SRC has written a new data value, 2, into Link L1 and relinquished its turn on L1 (bottom). Though SNK acts
before SRC here, they may act in either order. The FIFO is now half-full with relevant data in L1.

(d) In an initially half-full FIFO with relevant data in L1 (top), Joint COPY has all the Link turns necessary to act. It acts by copying L1’s data, 1, to L2
and by relinquishing both Link turns (middle). The FIFO (middle) is now half-full with the relevant data in L2 and with COPY waiting for SNK and
SRC to act, as in Fig. 3(c-top) This time, SRC acts first (bottom).

We initialized FIFO data such that Joint SNK may print
consecutive numbers up to and including the first SRC-written
data value 2. Fig. 3(a)–(d) each show three consecutive states
of a running FIFO, including the initial state. As expected,
SNK prints initial FIFO data—none for (a), 0 then 1 for (b),
1 for (c) and (d)—and then SRC-written data.

Running FIFOs follow the Link–Joint protocol, where Joints
take turns reading and writing Link data by “playing ping-
pong” with a Link’s turn. This protocol has the following
practical consequences.

1) The FIFO never uses data stored in initially empty Links.
2) Only data in initially full Links require initialization.
3) Links can retain an old data or control value until a new

one replaces it—clearance is unnecessary.

A. Active–Passive and Push–Pull Are Set by Initialization

All turn variables in Fig. 3 are initialized. So, rather than
the gray-colored circles in Fig. 2 that mark ports of Links with
an uninitialized turn variable, Fig. 3 uses different markings.

1) Fig. 3 uses opaque black circles (•) for ports that initially
have the turn. We call these ports active.

2) Fig. 3 uses transparent black circles (◦) for ports initially
lacking the turn. We call these ports passive.

3) In Fig. 3, Links with an active port on the left and a
passive port on the right push data from left to right.

4) In Fig. 3, Links with a passive port on the left and an
active port on the right pull data from left to right.

Our use of opaque and transparent black circles in Fig. 3 and
the terms active versus passive and push versus pull agree
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with notations and terminology introduced and used in prior
research at Caltech [3], Philips Research [2], [6], and the
University of Manchester [1].

In the top row of Fig. 3(a), the L1 port connected to SRC
and the L2 port connected to COPY are active. Note that the
two ports remain active while the FIFO state progresses to
lower rows in Fig. 3(a). Note that the two other ports remain
passive. Consequently, given that the data in Fig. 3(a) keep
flowing from left to right in the direction of the arrows, L1
and L2 push data initially and keep pushing data while the
FIFO runs—until we reinitialize the system.

We can reinitialize the FIFO as indicated in Fig. 3(b-top).
The L1 port connected to COPY and the L2 port connected
to SNK then become active, the ports previously active in (a)
then become passive, and L1 and L2 then pull data.

IV. FREEDOM OF INITIALIZATION

When priming a FIFO, a designer or a compiler tends to
fill the FIFO up to a specific level with specific data values
and—depending on latency and throughput requirements—
with a specific distribution of full versus empty Links. Fig. 3,
therefore, focuses primarily on filling levels and data con-
tents of the FIFO and provides two initial configurations for
a half-full FIFO to hint at potential differences in latency.1

Fig. 3 illustrates that the same design serves multiple active–
passive and push–pull settings if we postpone initialization and
bind settings late. Rather than binding settings at compile or
fabrication time, we can wait until run time. We can even bind
some system parts early and others late. Compared to systems
that use “fixed protocol settings” [1]–[3], [6], flexibility to bind
protocol settings late offers the following benefits.

1) Small Library: Our Link and Joint model specifies basic
system parts independent of an initial state these may
assume, resulting in one Link specification in Fig. 1 and
three Joint specifications in Fig. 2. Had we used “fixed
protocol settings,” Fig. 1 would require two channels and
Fig. 2 eight modules, each with a different specification.

2) Simple Design Process: Our Link and Joint model com-
bines basic parts into larger designs and ultimately into
systems, independent of initial states these may assume.
The initial values of the Link variables in Fig. 3(a) differ
from those in Fig. 3(b)–(d) but the four FIFO designs are
identical. Had we used “fixed protocol settings,” Fig. 3
would require not one but four different FIFO designs.

3) Test Compatible: Effective test, debug, and analysis
often require protocol settings other than those used
for normal operation [9]. Late binding makes initializa-
tion for test runs as easy as initialization for normal
runs. A circuit with “fixed protocol settings” in need
of other settings for test would require bypass features,
complicating circuit or test.2

1Latency and throughput evaluations require a real-time model rather than
the interleaving model that we use in this letter.

2Fig. 9.8 in the book by Jens Sparsø [10] shows a Micropipeline circuit
implementation with fixed protocol settings for a 2-stage half-full ring FIFO.

Neither early nor late bindings remove the need to know
which initial states a system should use to run as intended.
This knowledge is necessary to analyze and guarantee cru-
cial correctness and performance metrics of the system. Late
binding has the advantage that it can support test metrics too,
paving the way for high-level test generation.

We created Links and Joints to have a unified design and
test approach for asynchronous systems, regardless of circuit
family and technology [9]. Using this approach, we can “pro-
gram” protocol settings by connecting Link variables to a
general access mechanism. We also connect Joint guards by
adding accessible go signals to safely stop, (re-)initialize, and
start executions. The Joint specifications in Fig. 2 implicitly
assume the presence of go signals. “Programmable” protocols,
currently unique to Link–Joint designs [7]–[9], can be adopted
by any high-level asynchronous design approach.

V. CONCLUSION

Asynchronous designs often suffer unnecessary complexity
because logic designers, circuit designers, or compilers bind
protocol settings prematurely. Flexible binding of settings as
well as of choice of protocol and even circuit family gives Link
and Joint systems enjoyable simplicity in design, design pro-
cess, and even test, debug, and analysis. We encourage others
to adopt a similarly flexible design approach.
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